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An overview of modelling galaxies across cosmic time 

Feedback and quenching in galaxies 

The main sequence of star forming galaxies



Goal: to model all of galaxy 
formation in a cosmologically 
evolving context



The Universe in a 
Supercomputer

















Modelling the Formation 
and Evolution of Galaxies
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‣ Schmidt law star formation

‣ SFR dependent SN winds

‣ satellite gas stripping

‣ morphological transformation

‣ assembly through mergers

‣ starbursts through mergers

‣ Magorrian relation BH growth

‣ jet & bubble AGN feedback



Numerical Simulation +         Analytic Simulation



simulated dark matter



simulated dark matter + galaxy formation model



simulated dark matter + galaxy formation model





The Uchuu Simulation Suite

http://skiesanduniverses.org/Simulations/Uchuu/

http://skiesanduniverses.org/Simulations/Uchuu/




-clustering-                             -luminosity function-

C
roton et al. 2006

Outputs
Galaxy spatial and luminosity distributions



-model-                                               -SDSS-

Croton et al. 2006 Baldry et all. 2005

Outputs
Galaxy colour distribution



C
roton et al. 2006

C
roton et al. 2006

AGN

SN

AGN
(∝mBHσ3)

(∝SFR)

Outputs
Physical consequences



quasar

z>1: Quasar Epoch
 

infalling gas, hot 
halo build-up, 
cooling gas

z<1: Hierarchical Growth 



quasar

infalling gas, hot 
halo build-up

z>1: Quasar Epoch

z<1: Hierarchical Growth 
   Radio Mode



When? Trigger? Feeding? Consequence?

Quasar
Mode

at early times gas rich mergers cold gas
BH growth,

sets properties of ellipticals

Radio
Mode

at late times
BH & hot halo large 

enough?
hot gas?

stellar winds?
suppresses cooling gas, 

shuts down SF



Supermassive 
black holes are  
galaxy killers



SAGE: Semi-Analytic Galaxy Evolution 
Croton et al., ApJS, 2016 

Goal: release a publicly available semi-analytic 
codebase that is … 

… fast, clean, modular  
… easy to install and use   

… can run on multiple simulations 

https://github.com/sage-home/sage-model





Probing the Main Sequence 
of Star-Forming Galaxies

Houston & Croton (in prep.)



Q1: How much of a galaxy’s life is spent in 
quiescence? 

Q2: How often do galaxies jump off and back 
on the main sequence? 

Q3: What is the average time a galaxy is 
quiescent when off the main sequence?
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Q1: How much of a galaxy’s life is spent in 
quiescence? 

Q2: How often do galaxies jump off and back 
on the main sequence? 

Q3: What is the average time a galaxy is 
quiescent when off the main sequence?



Following Donnari et al. (2019) … 
• Calculate the median distribution in mass bins 
• Quiescent galaxies lie >1  belowσ

The star forming main sequence

log10(sSFR [yr-1]) = -11



Q1: How much of a galaxy’s life is spent in 
quiescence?

Total time in quiescence decreases with mass,  
from 3.4 Gyr to 1.5 Gyr 



Q2: How often do galaxies jump off and back 
on the main sequence?

Low mass galaxies are more likely to jump off and on 
the main sequence, 2.6 vs 0.7 times 



Q3: What is the average time a galaxy is 
quiescent when off the main sequence?

Low mass … only for short periods (1.7 Gyr) 
High mass … for potentially much longer (4.6 Gyr) 



Houston & Croton (in prep.)



The total average time in quiescence 
decreases from low to high mass 

Low mass galaxies move in and out of 
quiescence frequently, although only for short 

intervals  supernova feedback 

High mass galaxies spend less time in 
quiescence on average, although when they 

do it’s for much longer, although this happens 
less often  radio mode feedback

→

→



1. Simulations and models are a powerful tool to explore 
plausible galaxy evolution and AGN scenarios 

2. The current “radio mode” models naturally predict the 
>L* galaxy population 

3. Galaxies have complicated histories that can be probed 
by their time on and off the star formation main 
sequence

In summary ...


